S A S AG I R I A N
Japanese Traditional Culture Facility

Feeling through experience.
CHURASAKI Co., Ltd.
【SASAGIRIAN】
1765-8, Nakama Onna-son, Kunigami-gun, Okinawa, Japan 904-0401
TEL&FAX: 098-967-8175
【Naha Oﬃce】
2-21-1 2F, Kumoji Naha-city, Okinawa, Japan 900-0015
MAIL: info@sasagirian.com
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SASAGIRIAN

Experience the “Sando”, which is the basis of
traditional Japanese culture, with the guidance of
experienced instructors

Flower arrangement

“Sasagirian” is a place to learn Japanese traditional tea ceremony,
flower arrangement, and calligraphy. Through experiencing
Japanese traditional culture, you will also learn cultural history and
the culture of hospitality called “Omotenashi”.
“Sasagirian” is located in Kibogaoka, a space surrounded by
mountains, greenery and flowers, and is a surprise for all who visit.
With the guidance of each instructor, you will sense tranquil
moments of “Wabi-Sabi” the Japanese sense of beauty.
The lessons can be offered to tourists in both Japanese and English.
At Sasagirian you can spend serene, tranquil moments in a
traditional Japanese tearoom tucked away in a quiet corner of
Kibogaoka.

1st Session 13:00 - 14:15 (75min)
2nd Session 15:00 - 16:15 (75min)

Thursday

Instructor: Syusou Okuhama / Instructor: Yasuho Higa
The seasons and the harmony are important elements in Ikebana
or “Kado” the way of flower arrangement. Kado was established
in mid-Muromachi period by a monk from Rokkakudou Kyoto
called Senkei Ikenobou. The flower materials used in Kado are
separated in main materials and secondary harmonious materials.
For the main materials, wood branches are used, and for the
harmonious materials, flowers and leaves are used. There are
many schools of Kado. However, anyone can feel a single flower

Reservation Prices

Adult
Children

¥ 7,500
¥ 3,500

in ones hands will nourish their mind. You may experience the
color, the shape, the fragrance, the vitality, the feeling of a

(Ages 13 and up)

flower when touched, and a hidden thought that a flower may

(Ages 4~12)

have. While experiencing Kado you may feel a true happiness

+ without tax
Simple kimono fee and photography fee included

75 Minutes / Up to 12 people per session
※Reservation required

and your world may expand.
In “Sasagirian”, you will have a moment to deeply feel the
unique tropical flowers grown in Okinawa and the elegant
traditional Japanese flowers.

There is also a private plan. Necessary consultation

Tea ceremony

1st Session 13:00 - 14:15 (75min)
2nd Session 15:00 - 16:15 (75min)

Saturday / Sunday

Instructor: Souen Kirita

Calligraphy

1st Session 13:00 - 14:15 (75min)
2nd Session 15:00 - 16:15 (75min)

Friday / Saturday / Sunday

Instructor: Gyokusyu Takezaki / Instructor: Koho Nakasone

Sen-no Rikyu is the tea master who invented one of the ancient

In Shodo, there are many types of styles such as Kaisho,

traditional Japanese cultures known as “Sado”.

Gyosho, and Sosho which are used for writing Kanji.

He inherited the methods of the tea ceremony from his

In Japan, the Kanji characters, originally from China, were

predecessors and made “Sado” during the Sengoku and

spread in the Yayoi period. “Shodo” was spread as Buddhism

Azuchi-momoyama Periods.

was brought to Japan and spread by Shotoku-taishi and Shomu

Harmony, Respect, Purity, and Tranquility are the basic

emperor through sutra copying.

elements of Sado.

There are three types of Japanese characters: Kanji, Hiragana,

Harmony : Have good relationships with each other.

and Katakana. In Sasagirian, we will teach you Japanese

Respect : Respect each other.

characters step by step so that anyone can experience the world

Purity : Have a pure heart.

of Shodo.

Tranquility : Have an impervious mind at any time.

Shodo is written with the brush and the ink and its world is

When making a cup of tea, focus your mind to listen to the

unlimited. You will have the time to meditate and face the

sound of water, and the sound of whisking tea. In the time of

paper. We’ll be delighted if you could feel the importance of

tranquility, you are facing your inner self through all five

putting your heart in when writing a character and seeing how

senses. Enjoy the space of Sado while having Matcha and

Shodo is profound all while feeling the possibilities of brush

Japanese-Okinawan sweets in the tearoom.

written characters.

